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Capital v Revenue – the SCA sets the record straight

In the April 2011 edition of Synopsis we reported on a decision of the Tax Court in the Western
Cape, concerning the receipt of compensation for the premature termination of a lucrative
distribution agreement. The Tax Court had, surprisingly, in our view, found that the
compensation was an amount of a revenue nature and taxable. An appeal against that decision
was duly noted by the taxpayer and the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) delivered judgment in
May 2012.

The facts were uncomplicated. In

1992 SFW had obtained the exclusive 

right to market whiskies distributed

by a United Kingdom company,

United Distillers (UD), which

included the Bell’s brand, an iconic

brand in the South African market. In 

1998, when the distribution

agreement still had a period of 41

months to run, UD sought early

termination of the agreement. After

negotiation, a price of R67 million

was agreed and paid to SFW. SARS

assessed SFW to income tax on the

amount of R67 million, against

which assessment SFW had appealed 

to the Tax Court.

The Tax Court had recognised that

the distribution rights were a capital

asset, but had nevertheless come to

the conclusion that the compensation 

was a receipt or accrual of a revenue

nature and was taxable. SFW had

therefore taken the matter on appeal

to the SCA.

In the matter of Stellenbosch Farmers

Winery Limited v C:SARS [2012]

ZASCA 72, the SCA reversed the

decision of the Tax Court. In the

course of its judgment, the SCA

reaffirmed the principles that should

generally be applied in relation to the 

disposal of an asset in order to

determine whether the proceeds are

of a capital or a revenue nature.

Commercially sensible

Kroon AJA, who delivered the

judgment of the SCA, in which the

remaining Justices of Appeal

concurred, emphasised that the

adoption of the principles most

appropriate to the situation must be

commercially sensible. He cited with

approval, the dictum of Smalberger

JA in CIR v Pick ‘n Pay Employee Share 

Purchase Trust1992 (4) SA 39 (A) at

56 G-I:

“There are a variety of tests for

determining whether or not a particular

receipt is one of a revenue or capital

nature. They are laid down as guidelines

only – there being no single infallible test

of invariable application. In this regard I

agreed with the following remarks of

Friedman J in ITC 1450 (at 76): 

‘But when all is said and done, whatever

guideline one chooses to follow, one

should not be led to a result in one’s

classification of a receipt as income or

capital which is, as I have had occasion

previously to remark, contrary to sound

commercial and good sense’.

The SCA found, as an initial point of

departure, that the Tax Court had

correctly identified that the

distribution rights were a capital

asset. However, despite finding that

the taxpayer had lost an asset, the Tax 

Court had not found the proceeds on

realisation to be of a capital nature.

The approach suggested by the Tax

Court also was not criticised in that it 

was necessary to determine whether

the payment was compensation for a

loss of the income-earning structure,

or compensation for the loss of

profits through termination of the

agreement. However, the findings of

the Tax Court based on the evidence

were criticised.

Essentially, the SCA found, the Tax

Court had sought to interpret the

evidence as indicating that what was

negotiated was compensation for loss 

of profit. To do so it had laid

emphasis on calculations prepared

internally by SFW to determine the

compensation that it should claim. 
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Misinterpretation

These had been based on forecast

profits for the remaining period of

the distribution rights, and the Tax

Court had found that there was a

substantial correlation between the

calculations and the amount of the

compensation finally agreed.

However, the findings of the Tax

Court were held by the SCA to be a

misinterpretation of the evidence,

which showed that the calculations

made by SFW had not been divulged

to UD. The original settlement

amount proposed by SFW was

substantially higher than the amount

calculated and agreement was

reached based on the counter-offer

made by UD, which was adjusted to

provide against a contingency that

the compensation should be found to 

be taxable.

The Tax Court’s approach to the

matter by reference to the manner in

which SFW accounted for the

proceeds also received criticism.

Considerable emphasis had been

placed on the accounting disclosure

(where the amount had been

disclosed as a “cash flow from

operating activities”) as well as the

fact that the dividend for the year in

question had substantially been

financed by the amount received. 

These issues were dealt with by

Kroon AJA (at [35] and [36]):

“[35] In my judgment, counsel for the

taxpayer validly argued that the nature of 

a receipt (ie whether it is capital or

revenue) for income tax purposes, is not

determined by how it is subsequently

treated for accounting purposes.

Reference (by analogy) was made to the

decision in Secretary for

Inland Revenue v Eaton Hall 

(Pty) Ltd [1975 (4) SA 953

(A) at 958 B-D] where it

was held that accounting

practice cannot override the

correct interpretation of the

provisions of the Act and their application 

to the facts of the matter. As appears from 

the present judgment the facts favour a

finding of a capital nature. Second, not

only did the financial statement reflect

that the receipt of the R67 million was an

‘exceptional item’, but note 4 to the

statement specifically recorded that the

receipt was ‘compensation for the

cancellation of the exclusive distribution

rights’, which points rather to a receipt of

a capital nature.

[36] The second item in the financial

statements referred to by the Tax Court

was an entry reflecting that a dividend of

some R88 million was declared,

notwithstanding that, although the

taxpayer had the reserves to declare the

dividend it did not have the cash on hand

to meet the dividend. The point (which

had not featured in the Commissioner’s

pleadings) was however adequately met

by counsel’s submission that the manner

in which a taxpayer deals with a receipt,

after it has received it, cannot determine

the nature of the receipt, eg the capital

nature of the receipt of the proceeds of the 

sale of a building is not affected by the

utilisation of the proceeds to pay a

dividend.”

The SCA disagreed with the

approach of the Tax Court, which

had found that the business of SFW

had not been materially affected by

the cancellation of the distribution

rights because few employees had

been discharged as a result. It found

(at [42]):

“Counsel therefore correctly submitted

that the court a quo’s reasoning reflected

that it erroneously focussed on only

physical assets, instead of the much more

valuable incorporeal assets constituted by

the exclusive distribution rights (the loss of 

which, consequent upon the termination of 

the distribution agreement, brought in its

train the disastrous consequences referred

to earlier in this judgment). The

compensation for the impairment of the

taxpayer’s business constituted by that loss 

is properly to be viewed as a receipt of a

capital nature.”

The final determinant identified by

the SCA was the fact that the

termination agreement expressly

referred to payment of full

compensation for the closure of

SFW’s business relating to the

exercise of the distribution rights.

The Court found (at [45]):

“There was no reference in the termination

agreement to a payment for loss of profits.

There is no suggestion that the termination

agreement did not reflect the intention of

the parties or that it was in any way

simulated. It need hardly be added that any

suggestion that the taxpayer, faced with the

option of concluding a capital transaction

with no tax implications or an income

transaction with such implications, would

chose the latter, is, to say the least, an

unconvincing one.”

It was therefore held that SFW had

discharged the burden of proof that

the termination payment was a

receipt or accrual of a capital nature.

The final determinant identified by the

SCA was the fact that the termination

agreement expressly referred to payment

of full compensation for the closure of

SFW’s business relating to the exercise of

the distribution rights.
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The publication of tax statistics for 2011

At a meeting of the Standing Committee on Finance on 23 May 2012, SARS released the Tax
Statistics for 2011. This is a joint publication by SARS and National Treasury. It provides insight 
into taxation and the South African economy, including the sources and trends of revenue over
the past few years, and the demographics of taxpayers. 

Generally

Revenue correlated strongly with

shifts in gross domestic product and 

economic activity. The impact of the 

global recession on the South

African fiscus amounted to an

estimated R255 billion of reduced

tax revenue. During this period of

global upheaval, South African tax

collections remained comparatively

resilient. Tax revenue rebounded

strongly by 12.6% in 2010/11 and

all taxes, with the exception of

corporate income tax, had

recovered to pre-crisis levels. For

the 2011/12 year the unaudited

revenue showed a growth of 10.2%. 

The tax revenue for the current year 

was expected to grow by 11.3%. 

The effect of the economic

downturn was well demonstrated in 

the slide presentation by SARS that

was made to the Standing

Committee. Amendments to the

Income Tax Act which were designed 

to enforce the payment of greater

amounts of provisional tax at the

second payment date had not

resulted in appreciable increases in

collections at those payment dates.

However, the amounts collected by

way of voluntary “third” payments

declined significantly in the 2010

and 2011 fiscal years. The figures

presented indicated that, while the

enforcement mechanism had been

highly effective in accelerating the

timing of collection, the slow growth

in revenue collection overall was

caused by economic factors.

The three largest contributors to

revenue annually were personal

income tax, company income tax,

and value added tax, which together

accounted for 80% of all tax

collected.

Corporate Income Tax suffered the

most dramatic decline in its

contribution to the fiscus during the

global financial crisis, and had not

yet recovered to pre-crisis levels.

South Africa continues to have a very 

concentrated corporate sector with

fewer than 1% of companies paying

just over 60% of corporate taxes. 

 Among the visible signs of

compliance gains since 1994 were

significant increases in the number of 

taxpayers as borne out in the

numbers of registered taxpayers.

Value Added Tax collections declined 

sharply during 2009/10 as a result of 

the recession but recovered quickly

in 2010/11, achieving the

highest growth since

introduction. 

Compliance

The growth in compliance was

reflected in the increase in

submission of individual income

tax returns on time to SARS.

On-time filing increased from

58% in 2008/09 to 80.7% during 

2010/11 This improvement was

directly attributable to the impact 

of the modernisation

programme, which had made it

much easier to submit returns,

and vastly improved the

turnaround times for assessment

and payment of refunds. It had

also allowed much more accurate 

enforcement of returns by

individuals inter alia through

administrative penalties. Over R1 

billion rand had been raised

through administrative fees. 

Similar compliance was not yet

reflected in the statistics for

Corporate Income Tax. The

percentage of assessments for

companies liable to submit returns

was 54.6% for 2007, 44.5% for 2008, 

37.5% for 2009, and a disappointing

28% for 2010. The percentages were

still very poor. Thus, individuals

were far more compliant than

companies; however, part of this

discrepancy was because companies

could be dormant and not trading.

SARS is currently busy with the

modernisation of CIT, including a

clean-up of the register, and is

working with other departments to

ensure that all registered companies

are also registered for tax. 
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The impact of modernisation was

also being felt in the VAT register.

Registrations had actually declined

by approximately 80 000 between

2008 and 2011. This was part of an

on-going clean-up of the register as

part of its focus on bogus VAT

registrations and attempts to defraud 

the fiscus via illegitimate VAT claims. 

The extent of VAT fraud was said to

be “shocking”.

Since their introduction,

administrative penalties of more than 

R1 billion have been collected. 

In 2011/12 the biggest portion

(98.1%) of Personal Income Tax was

collected through the Pay as You

Earn (PAYE) system and tracking

compliance was relatively easy as the 

employer was responsible for

providing taxpayer information. The

remaining PIT was collected through

the provisional tax system. This

category accounted for investment,

rental and trust income. 

The growth in the register for

individuals to a figure now close to

13 million could be attributed to the

fact that employers were now

required to register all employees,

irrespective of whether they were

under the tax threshold of about

R60 000 or whether they were not

required to submit. All were now

required to be registered. Hence, the

number of assessed taxpayers would

remain roughly in the range of 4.2

million.

Burning issues

In the course of questioning by

members of the Standing Committee, 

the Commissioner for the South

African Revenue Service, Mr

Magushula, provided insights into

issues that require attention.

The administration of tax clearance

certificates is an area in which there

have been allegations of corruption

within SARS. SARS had revamped

the TCC platform. Most of the

corruption with TCCs was with

people who tendered for

Government business and needed a

TCC and kept forming new entities.

SARS agreed that there were

challenges. Because the system was

not foolproof, there were

opportunities for internal people to

sell these TCCs.  

One of the focus areas of the

compliance programme was wealthy

individuals and the abuse of trusts.

About 2 000 or so had been

identified and would be followed to

make sure that they paid their fair

share. Those people who were

already complaining that their tax

burden was high, and were

threatening to take their business

overseas, were those who had the

most complicated and aggressive tax

avoidance structures. Their

declarations were inconsistent with

their lifestyles.

One of the focus areas of the compliance programme was wealthy individuals and the abuse of

trusts. About 2 000 or so had been identified and would be followed to make sure that they paid

their fair share. 
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The High Court strikes down SARS’s summary

withdrawal of a tax clearance certificate

In Zikhulise Cleaning Maintenance and Transport CC v CSARS [2012] ZAGPPHC 91, a decision
handed down by the North Gauteng High Court on 29 May 2012, Wright AJ declared, in relation 
to SARS’s summary withdrawal of the taxpayer’s tax clearance certificate, that SARS’s decision
to invalidate or cancel the Tax Clearance Certificate in issue (which apparently stated that it was 
valid for a calendar year) “shall be of no force or effect”; that the tax clearance certificate was
“deemed to be valid and current” pending the taxpayer’s application to court for relief in terms
of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act and “permitting the applicant to rely on the Tax
Certificate” pending the outcome of that application for relief. 

The judgment is lacking in detail

The judgement is sparse. The critical

passage reads as follows:

“Whether the decision is reviewable, via

the Promotion of Administrative Justice

Act 3 of 2000 or through the principle of

legality, is not something I need decide.

The applicant was entitled to reasonable

notice of SARS’ intention to call the

certificate into question and an

opportunity to put its case to SARS.”

The judgment gives no indication of

the arguments and counter-

arguments put to the court by SARS

and the taxpayer, respectively. 

Is the refusal or cancellation of
a tax clearance certificate
“administrative action”?

It is far from clear whether the

refusal or cancellation of a tax

clearance certificate constitutes

“administrative action” as envisaged

in the Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act and is consequently

subject to judicial review, for it is

arguable that the refusal to issue or

cancellation of a certificate, in and of 

itself, does not meet the requirement 

that it “adversely affects the rights of 

any person” – which is a pre-

condition for relief under that Act. 

The judgment is explicit in leaving

open the question whether SARS’s

withdrawal of a tax clearance

certificate constitutes

“administrative action”, as defined in 

the Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act 3 of 2000. Nonetheless,

says the judgment:

“The applicant was entitled to reasonable 

notice of SARS’ intention to call the

certificate into question and an

opportunity to put its case to SARS”. 

No authority is cited for this

proposition, and it must be inferred

that it is based either on common

law principles relating to the audi

alteram partem principle or on the

constitutional right to fair

administrative action. No text or

decided case is cited in the judgment 

in support of the application of these 

principles in the circumstances of

this case.

It is trite that “administrative

action”, as defined in PAJA, can be

taken on judicial review in terms of

that Act and can be set aside if it was

unfair, arbitrary, capricious or

irrational.

Tax clearance certificates are
vital to taxpayers who tender
for government contracts

The issues raised in this case are of

great importance to taxpayers who

tender for government business and

are consequently required to submit

tax-clearance certificates with their

tender application. Such clearance

certificates attest to the fact that the

taxpayer is up to date with the

lodgement of tax returns and that no 

tax is outstanding. The certificate

states the period for which it is valid. 

The withholding or revocation of a

tax clearance certificate of course

has a serious impact on the business

of such taxpayers.

Curiously, the Income Tax Act makes 

no provision for the issuing of tax

clearance certificates and they are

issued by SARS purely as a matter of

practice. 

A taxpayer is entitled to advance 
notice of SARS’s intention to
cancel a tax clearance certificate

In this particular case, SARS had,

apparently furnished the taxpayer

with reasons for the cancellation of

the tax clearance certificate, albeit

(apparently) subsequent to the

cancellation.

That, in the view of the court, was

not sufficient – it was held that SARS 

ought to have given the taxpayer

prior notice and the opportunity of

responding and advancing grounds

on which the certificate ought not to

be withdrawn. 

The scope of SARS’s actions that
may be affected by this judgment

Given the importance of the issue as

to range of proposed actions by

SARS vis-a-vis taxpayers of which

advance notice must now (arguably) 

be given with an opportunity to

make representations, it is

regrettable that this judgment is so

sparse. However, the relief that was

granted was of an interim nature,

pending the institution of an

application for judicial review of the

withdrawal of the tax clearance

certificate, and it is to be expected

that the relevant issues will be fully

canvassed in that application.
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SARS Watch

In the fast-moving environment that is tax today, it is difficult for business to keep track of the
information that is published by SARS. With this in mind, Synopsis will carry a monthly
summary of new information that has been posted on the SARS website (www.sars.gov.za). 

   Legislation

5 June 2012 Draft response document: Rates and

Monetary Amounts and Amendment of

Revenue Laws Bill 2012

The document details the response of

Treasury to submissions that taxpayers had 

made on the draft legislation 

6 June 2012 Government Notice No 423 in Government

Gazette No. 35196

The protocol to the double tax convention

with the Seychelles which came into effect

from 15 May 2012. The protocol makes

substantive changes to the provisions

relating to professional services, capital

gains, remuneration for dependent

personal services and the taxation of

passive income. In relation to dividends it

limits the withholding tax on dividends to

a maximum of 10% (5% for companies

holding more than 10% of the capital of

the company payming the dividend).

   Interpretation

6 June 2012 Interpretation Note No. 43 (Issue 4) The Interpretation Note deals with

circumstances in which the proceeds from

the disposals of shares will be deemed to

be of a capital nature

   Binding rules

20 June 2012 Binding General Ruling 6: VAT discounts,

rebates and incentives in the Fast Moving

Consumable Goods industry (issue 2)

The ruling describes the legal framework

for the treatment of discounts, rebates and

incentives in the Fast Moving Consumable

Goods (FMCG) industry, and provides

guidelines in determining whether the

supplier is required to issue a credit note or 

receive a tax invoice for discounts, rebates

and incentives granted
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